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permission. All rights are reserved.: 1900 BC, Lake Mansarovar (at the foot of Mount Kailash, Tibet)Shiva looked at the orange sky. The clouds hovering over Mansarovar have just parted to reveal the setting sun, the brilliant dab of life, bringing another day to an end. Shiva had seen several sunrises in
his twenty-one year, but the sunset - he tried never to miss the sunset. On any other day, he would have relished the vista - the sun and a huge lake amid the magnificent Himalayas stretching as far as the eye could see. But not today. As he crouched down on a narrow ledge extending over the lake, the
flickering light reflected from the water picked out the numerous battle scars that had recognised his muscular body. Shiva recalled his carefree childhood days when he perfected the art of skimming pebbles on the surface of the lake - he still held the record in his tribe for the most rebounds: seventeen.
On a typical day Shiva would have smiled at this memory from a cheerful past, but today he turned to look back to his village without a simple hint of joy. Slightly humpback Bhadra was on the alert, guarding the main entrance to the village. Shiva looked at Bhadra's side, and his tribesman turned to find
his two undercover soldiers napping at the fence. He cursed and kicked them to sleep. Shiva turned back to the lake. God bless Bhadra! At least he takes some responsibility. He brought the yak-bone chilum to his lips and took a deep breath. Any other day, marijuana would dull his troubled mind and
allow him some moments of comfort. But not today. He looked to the left, to the edge of the lake, where the soldiers accompanying a strange foreign guest were guarded. When the lake stood behind them and twenty of his soldiers watched them, they did not mount a sudden attack. They allow
themselves to be disarmed so easily. They don't look like bloodthirsty idiots on our land, they're always looking for some reason to fight. The words of the foreigner returned to Shiva: Come to our land, which lies behind the big mountains. Others call it Meluch, but I call it Heaven. It is the richest and most
powerful empire in India - perhaps all over the world - and our government offers immigrants fertile land and resources for agriculture. Today, Gunas, your tribesmen, are fighting for survival in this rough, arid land. Melucha offers you paradise for your wildest dreams - and we ask for nothing in return,
except that you live in the world, pay taxes 'Shiva was reflecting on a stranger's proposal, weighing the pros and cons. He certainly won't be a boss in this new land - but will he really miss that so much? His tribe should live by the laws of foreigners, not on their own. They would have to work every day for
a living, but surely what would be better than fighting every day just to stay alive? He took another puff and as the smoke dissipated he turned to look at the hut in the center of his village, next to his own, where the alien was placed. He was told that he would sleep there more comfortably, but in fact,
Shiva wanted him to be close as a hostage. Just in case. Almost every month we have to fight the pakratis, just so we can keep our village on the shores of The Holy Lake - but they get stronger every year, forming new alliances with new tribes. We can defeat Pacrati, but not all mountain tribes together.
If we move to Meluha, we can avoid this senseless violence, maybe even start living in some comfort. What could be wrong with this? Why don't we take this deal? Sounds so good! Shiva took the last drag and then knocked the ashes out of the chile and quickly rose from the perch. After brushing a few
spots of ash with his bare chest, he wiped his hands on a tiger's-skin skirt and quickly stepped into his village. Bhadra and his backup caught the attention as Shiva passed through the gate. Shiva frowned and gestured for Bhadra to ease. Why does he always treat me like that? Does he keep forgetting
that he's been my closest friend since he was a kid? I'm becoming a boss hasn't really changed our relationship - he doesn't have to be such a slave. The huts in the village of Shiva were luxurious compared to the huts of other tribes. Tall enough for an adult to actually stand upright inside them, they were
also strong enough to withstand severe mountain winds; they will last for three years before surrendering to the elements. Shiva threw an empty chilum into his hut as he strode past him to one next door, where he found the visitor sleeping soundly. Either he does not understand that he is a hostage, or
he sincerely believes that good behavior breeds good behavior. Shiva recalled what his uncle and his guru said: People do what their society rewards them for. If society rewards trust, people will trust. A chalky society must really be if it teaches even its soldiers to expect the best from strangers. Shiva
scratched his shaggy beard, looking at a visitor who called him Nandy. Meluhan was huge, and he looked even more sprawled on the floor in a stupor, his huge belly swaying with every breath. Despite his obese appearance, his skin was tight and toned. His childish face was still innocent in his sleep as
he lay there with his mouth mouth My uncle was talking about my great future - is it the man who will lead me to my destiny? Your fate is much bigger than these massive mountains, - said to him uncle, - but for it to come true, you have to cross these same massive mountains. Do I deserve a good fate?
My people should always come first - will they be happy in Melouh? As Shiva reflected on Nandy's sleeping, he heard the warning sound of the sink. Pakratis! Positions, shiva shouted, tearing off his sword and heading towards the door. Nandi stood up in an instant, drawing a hidden sword from under his
fur coat, and together they ran to the village gate. Following the instructions of standing, the women were already rushing to the centre of the village, holding their children, while the men fled the other way, pulling swords. Bhadra, call our soldiers by the lake, Shiva shouted as he reached the gate. Bhadra
passed the orders of his leader, and Gun's soldiers were and fled to the village before he finished screaming. They were as surprised as Shiva when the minutiae pulled a concealed weapon out of their coats and joined Gunas as they took up defensive positions. The Pakratis were on them for a few
minutes and their ambush was well planned. At dusk, Gun's soldiers usually thanked their gods in prayer for a day without a fight, while the women were finishing their business on the shores of the lake. If there was a time of weakness for the formidable Gunas, a time when they were not a terrible fighting
clan, but just another mountain tribe trying to survive in a tough, hostile land, that was it. But fate was against Pakratis this time: foreigners in their midst prompted Shiva to order his tribesmen to remain more vigilant than usual, so pakratis lost much of the element of surprise. Melukhan's presence was
also decisive in the skirmish itself, quickly turning the course of a short, brutal battle in favor of Gunas. The pac eels had no choice but to retreat. Cut and bloodied, Shiva surveyed the damage at the end of the fight. Only two Gun soldiers died of their wounds, and they will be honored as clan heroes. But
the warning came too late for at least ten guna women and children whose mutilated bodies were found near the lake. Bastards! They kill women and children when they can't beat us. Livid, Shiva called the entire tribe to the center of the village. His decision was made. This land is only suitable for
barbarians, he announced. We have fought countless senseless battles endlessly in sight. You know, my uncle tried to rest, even offering mountain tribes access to the lake, but they accepted our desire for peace as a weakness. We all know what followed: Despite the fact that we are used to the brutality
of regular fighting, Gunas was utterly shocked by the brutality of the attack helpless women and children. I don't get any secrets from you, Shiva continued. You all know about the invitation of foreigners who have received to us. He pointed to Nandi and Melukhan. They fought shoulder to shoulder with us
today and they earned my trust. I want to go to Meluha with them. But it may not be my decision alone. You are our leader, Shiva, Bhadra said firmly. Your decision is our decision. It's our tradition. Not this time, Shiva said. It's going to completely change our lives. I believe that change will be for the better
- everything will be better than this endless, senseless violence. I told you what I wanted to do, but the choice to stay or leave is yours. Let Gunas speak. This time, I'm following you. Gunas clearly based on his traditions, but their respect for Shiva was based on his character as well as on the tribal
convention. His genius and personal bravery led the tribe to their greatest military victories. They spoke in one voice. Your decision is our decision. This name may belong to another edition of this name. It's a human story. The story of the man who turned time into God. Indians of our day, distorting the
civilization of the Indus Valley, called the land of Meluch. Suryavanshi, who once rose to fame, face many dangers. Their Saraswathi River began to dry up and completely destroyed. They also face terrorist attacks from Chandrawansha in the east of the country. So what makes the situation even more
difficult, It seems that Chandrawanshi has teamed up with the Naga, a clan of many remarkable forces, with a discarded, disgusting face and body, and now Suryavanshi's only hope, which has spread among them, was a prophecy that was rooted in the path of evil. His cruelty was overwhelling, and the
enemies were overwhelins. When there is no more location, a warrior will come.' The story of the birth of a common man, turning him into the god of all our gods, Mahadeva. Build. the immortals of meluha book in tamil pdf free download. the immortals of meluha book in tamil free download. the immortals
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